SFI Spec 10.5A Fuel Funny Car Chassis, 4.99 Seconds ET and Quicker

- ET range added – 4.99 Seconds and Quicker
- Paragraph II.1 – Added Docol R8 steel tubing as an acceptable material (same tube size requirements as 4130)
- Paragraph III.2.f – Added wording regarding forward floor “X” member attachment bolts: must be minimum quality SAE grade 5 (class 9.8).
- Paragraph III.3.a – Added wording regarding Steering Cross Member Tubes (#7) attachment bolts: must be minimum quality SAE grade 5 (class 9.8).
- Paragraph IV.1 – added clarification wording regarding rear-end mounting plates (a single plate must be welded on both sides of the plate, each double plate may be welded on only one side).
- Added Appendix #3, procedure for confirming use of Docol R8 frame tubing.